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 Since the global success of Vizrt's RoboCAD, the company has been working on Viz Artist, an advanced real-time tool for
designing and rendering in 3D. Vizrt's Viz Artist is a powerful, easy-to-use program that provides full-fledged design tools such
as powerful parametric geometry, filtering, clipping, animation, advanced viewports and 3D tools. It can be used for creating 2D
drawings, animations and VR-ready projects with integrated real-time rendering. "We have noticed an increasing demand from

the outside world for a proper CAD tool for the way we work," says Vlad Popov, Director of the new product at Vizrt. "Viz
Artist offers a complete range of drawing, rendering and design tools, while meeting the real-world needs of professionals and
amateurs alike. We encourage everyone to explore this powerful tool and use it to unleash their creativity." The free version of
Viz Artist offers a wide range of powerful tools for drawing and rendering. *Create and edit 2D drawings Create parametric
drawings of complex forms, including text and parametric arrows that can be translated and scaled. Interactively view your
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model in a viewport, navigate through it and move, rotate, scale or mirror your 3D model. Easily hide and hide parts of your
model, add and manipulate text, arrows, beams and beziers, and apply realistic shading and textures. *Create animations Use the
block diagram to animate your drawings using keyframes and time interpolation. Interactively view your model in the viewport.

Draw and manipulate individual elements of your animation using various tools. *Add to and edit 3D models Edit and paint
parametric surfaces, extrude 3D objects, remove holes and creases and paint color in 3D, as well as apply subdivision surface.

Import and export 3D models from and to other CAD programs and show your model in VR. Create 3D views with the full
power of an advanced parametric layout and navigate around the model to quickly access hidden parts. With the help of

cameras, the cameras can track your models or anything else placed in the scene. Interactive viewports allow you to change the
point of view, display the model as a wireframe, show or hide axes, pan, zoom and rotate. The ergonomic interface helps to

avoid common mistakes. The tips and tutorials provide quick-start solutions 82157476af
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